
 

 

 

 

 

The Oregon Coalition of Local Health Officials (CLHO) and County Commissioners support SB 587, which will 
establish a statewide tobacco retail licensure (TRL) system in Oregon.   

This TRL system in Oregon is long overdue. Licensing tobacco retailers and consistent enforcement is an evidence-
based method of tobacco control.i,ii Thirty-eight US States and Territories have TRL policies – Oregon is one of the 
few remaining that does not have such a system.1 However, the idea is popular in Oregon; according to the 2017 
Oregon Health Authority online panel survey, almost 75% of adults support requiring retailers to have a license to 
sell tobacco products.iii 

CLHO and the above counties have signed onto support SB 587 because it includes four major points:  

• requires all tobacco retailers to obtain a license and renew it annually;  
• requires an annual fee that will cover the costs associated with retailer education, surveillance, and 

enforcement;  
• allows local jurisdictions to maintain their local tobacco retail license program; and 

• includes language that any violation of local, state, or federal tobacco- related laws would also be a 
violation of the state tobacco retail licensing program.  

In addition, CLHO and the Counties have agreed to one preemption in the bill.  While local public health and local 
governments are usually very opposed to preemption we have agreed to this one as a compromise to pass this bill 
this session.  We would not support another preemption that further restricts local public health authorities from 
regulating the time, place, and manner in which tobacco products, including e-cigarettes, are sold.  

Tobacco remains the number one cause of preventable death and disease in Oregon.iv However, comprehensive 
tobacco prevention in conjunction with cessation programs plays a crucial role in the prevention of many chronic 
conditions. Enacting a statewide TRL would be a step towards comprehensive tobacco prevention in Oregon and 
giving all Oregonians the chance for a healthy life.    
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